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The Problem

Our housing system is broken

Thousands of people sleep on the streets on any given night

Over 250,000 people have a roof, but not a home: sofa surfing, stuck in 
hostels and bed and breakfasts, moved far away from their jobs, schools, and 
support networks

Over half of families who are homeless, have jobs

17.5 million people are denied the right to a safe home, living in 
overcrowded, dangerous, unstable or unaffordable housing
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The Goal
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The Goal

We’re campaigning for social justice and 

a fairer housing system – one with more 

social homes, better renters' rights and a 

stronger welfare system that supports people 
through tough times.
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We need everyone to agree 

that there is a housing emergency



The Audience
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We need everyone to agree care

that there is a housing emergency
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Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats

SWOT

Experts in housing and homelessness

People want to share their stories

Creativity

Complex = simple

Small team

No budget

Everyone on different pages re: 
homelessness

There’s a lot to care about

The housing emergency could lose 
relevancy

Social media = catalyst for change

Pandemic = more people on TikTok

People are open to learning

Content creation easier than ever before 
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How do you encourage anyone to do 
anything?
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How do you encourage anyone to do 
anything?

Easy, accessible, valuable
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Shelter’s Digital Framework
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Centre people in their own stories

Malak, stuck in emergency accommodation Krystalrose, private renter Rhys, former rough sleeper





Manage expectations



Manage expectations

Set clear expectations of your 
audience’s behaviour

Have good communication with your 
storytellers

Don’t sugarcoat it: people can be 
d***s

Protect your storytellers



Be generous 
with your knowledge
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'Explain it 
like I’m five’

Housing is dull and complex 😴❓

Social listening is gold!

What is your audience TELLING you are their 
barriers to supporting the cause?

What language are they using to talk about 
housing?
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Humour is a 
powerful tool



‘Only Choice Lettings’
- created with 
Pablo London



Add value

The high end production may not work on all your 
channels

What other content can you create that’s for your 
harder-to-impress audience?



Add value

CC: You won’t believe these listings are based on real stories. 
Welcome to Only Choice Lettings. Come and choose a new 
home for me to rent. 

The landlord will ghost you at the mention of mould. It does 
not feature a boiler. Exposed asbestos. Contaminated 
drinking water. Sewage smells. Also has buckets of 
excrement, due to its lack of toilet facilities. Lack of hot water. 
Much more convenient than a new boiler. No pets. 

Sadly, renters end up living in places like this because it’s 
their only choice. They shouldn’t have to. Enough is enough. 
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What’s next?

1. Refine the production logistics

2. Collaborating with other 
organisations
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TikTok Tips
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